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LE CHIEN DE TRAIT, jadis et aujourd'hui.Rapport Annuel - Canada. Travaux Publics Canada

William Kirby nous a laissé un classique de la littérature canadienne-anglaise, The Chien d'Or : The Golden Dog, publié pour la première fois en 1877, et qui obtint un succès considérable. La version de 1896 est dite autorisée. William Kirby est né en 1817 dans le Yorkshire en Angleterre. Très tôt, en 1832, il émigra vers les États-Unis, puis en 1839 il gagna le Canada, s'installa à Niagara en Ontario, où il devint éditeur, puis agent de douanes. Il est mort à Niagara en 1906. Extrait : Bon sang ne ment pas, madame ! répliqua le chevalier, en lui serrant la main avec chaleur. Comment ! vous seriez déplacée ici ? Non, non ! vous êtes chez vous, sur les remparts de Québec, comme dans vos salons de Tilly. Le galant roi François avait coutume de dire qu'une cour sans dames est une année sans printemps, un été sans roses. Les murailles de Québec sans un Tilly ou un Repentigny, seraient d'un mauvais augure en vérité ! et pires qu'une année sans printemps et qu'un été sans roses. Mais où donc est ma chère filleule Amélie ?

The Golden Dog

An Introduction to the French Language

Annual Report

The Golden Dog: (Le Chien D'Or) a Romance of the Days of Louis Quinze in Quebec

The American Journal of Archaeology and of the History of the Fine Arts

"New offers an unconventionally structured overview of Canadian literature, from Native American mythologies to contemporary texts." Publishers Weekly A History of Canadian Literature looks at the work of writers and the social and cultural contexts that helped shape their preoccupations and direct their choice of literary form. W.H. New explains how – from early records of oral tales to the writing strategies of the early twenty-first century – writer, reader, literature, and society are interrelated. New discusses both Aboriginal and European mythologies, looking at pre-Contact narratives and also at the way Contact experience altered hierarchies of literary value. He then considers representations of the "real," whether in documentary, fantasy, or satire; historical romance and the social construction of Nature and State; and ironic subversions of power, the politics of cultural form, and the relevance of the media to a representation of community standard and individual voice. New suggests some ways in which writers of the later twentieth century codified such issues as history, gender, ethnicity, and literary technique itself. In this second edition, he adds a lengthy chapter that considers how writers at the turn of the twenty-first century have reimagined their society and their roles within it, and an expanded chronology and bibliography. Some of these writers have spoken from and about various social margins (dealing with issues of race, status, ethnicity, and sexuality), some have sought emotional understanding through strategies of history and memory, some have addressed environmental concerns, and some have reconstructed the world by writing across genres and across different media. All genres are represented, with examples chosen primarily, but not exclusively, from anglophone and francophone texts. A chronology, plates, and a series of tables supplement the commentary.

The Golden Dog
Excerpt from *The Golden Dog (Le Chien D'or): A Romance of the Days of Louis Quinze in Quebec Louisburg, the bulwark of New France, projecting its mailed arm boldly into the Atlantic, had been cut off by the English, who now overran Acadia, and began to threaten Quebec with invasion by sea and land. Busy rumors of approaching danger were rife in the colony, and the gallant Governor issued orders which were enthusiastically obeyed, for the people to proceed to the walls and place the city in a state of defence; to bid defiance to the enemy. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

The Canadian Antiquarian and Numismatic Journal

The Golden Dog (Le Chien D'or)

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Canadian Antiquarian and Numismatic Journal

The Golden Dog (Le Chien D'or)

L'Esprit des bêtes Troisième édition, revue et corrigée

Sirius, aperçus nouveaux sur l'origine de l'idolatrie. Introduction

A History of Canadian Literature

This book has been deemed as a classic and has stood the test of time. The book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations.

The Canadian Antiquarian and Numismatic Journal

An Introduction to the French Language Containing Fables, Select Tales, Remarkable Facts, Amusing Anecdotes, & C.
The Chien D'or

Alexis Nadeau, director of the exhibits at the Civilisations museum in Montreal, has been receiving threats signed: Québec Golden Dog. The three musketeers Gabriel, Ania and Mamadou immediately start to investigate. Gabriel even spots a real golden dog walking around the streets of Quebec! Would it be the same legendary golden dog that stands on the Porte St-Jean at the entrance of the old Quebec. Does the bizarre professor, Bazil Bizaroff, have anything to do with it? And how do you protect yourself against a ferocious dog whose fur is lined with flames?